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magine your dilemma. You have winemaking 

experience in Burgundy; you return to your roots in the 

Rhone valley and for many years worked as director of 

oenology and director of vinification for various 

companies.  What you really want to do is make wonderful 

wines and build your own brand. You aren’t rich; you did not 

inherit a domaine. What you have is talent, imagination and 

enthusiasm and a good friend with the same dream. How do 

you make this dream come true? 

 

François Dauvergne and Jean-François Ranvier decided to 

create a very unique approach to building a brand focused on 

quality from vine to finished wine. In his role as a director of 

oenology Jean-François had worked 

with over 50 cellars in the Rhone 

valley. Together in 2004, the partners 

approached the best cellars with their 

idea. Ranvier would consult with each 

property on all aspects of vineyard 

management, proper harvesting 

techniques, and winemaking processes 

in the cellars of each property. 

Agreements would be made prior to 

harvest on the proper price for the 

grapes or finished wines and 

Dauvergne Ranvier (DR) would 

purchase 100% of the yearly 

production. Win/Win. The properties 

knew they could sell all of their grapes 

and what the price would be and DR 
had assurances of quality and volume. 

 

Fortunately for them, the Rhone Valley 

is awash with vineyards that have been 

handed down for generations of one 

family. Many families have wonderful 

vineyards but are not up to date on 

modern viticulture and modern wine 

making. That is where François and 

Jean-François come in.  

                                                                                            

Thanks to their enthusiasm, François and Jean-François 

convinced several friendly wine producers that working with 

them would improve the quality of their wine and  convinced 

them to hand over the management of part of their most 

promising vineyards from the best terroirs. 

  

François Dauvergne is the management, marketing and 

business development side of the partnership. He determines 

the flavor profile and the market positioning of each wine. 

Prior to selecting their vineyard partners, in-depth studies of 

each vineyard and cellar potential are conducted along with 

ensuring the vintner’s conviction to the approach. To date 

there are 100 such properties who have partnered with DR. 

 

Many of these partners are second and third generation 

growers in the Rhone Valley. DR has agreed not to divulge 

the names of their partners for a number of reasons, but we 

can say the growers are a diverse group. In Gigondas their 

partner is a third generation grower on some of the highest 

elevation vineyards of the region with 60-80 year old vines. 

Their partner in Ardeche has worked his vineyards for 30+ 

years and many of the vines were planted by his father. His 

daughter is now following in the family footsteps. Another 

third generation grower is in Valreas where the family farms 

not only grapes but fruit, lavender, 

herbs and truffles.  

 

The destiny and the responsibility of 

these vineyards are now in the hands 

of the DR duo. From one winery to 

another, they are involved in each 

step: advising during planting, 

looking after vine development and 

pruning, advising when to grass or 

de-bud, tasting the grapes, and along 

with the producers deciding when to 

harvest. It is a completely 

collaborative effort.  

 

The grapes are harvested in separate 

lots and vinified in dedicated tanks at 

each property. François and Jean-

François make the decisions about 

co-fermenting varietals and monitor 

the vinification by tasting each tank 

several times a week.  After 

fermentation is complete they create 

the blends that will go into the 

barrels. These are barrels that they 

choose the coopers, choose the origin 

of 

oak, 

choose the toasting levels, 

buy and give to the partners.  

Dauvergne-Ranvier wines 

fully respect the terroir of 

their origin. D-R wines 

emphasise fruity power, 

richness moderated by 

freshness, and generosity 

guided by precision. And 

above all - balance.      

I 

Dauvergne Ranvier criteria for  

partnering with a grower: 

 

1. Well situated vineyards with the 

right soil and varietals for that 

location. 

2. The grower must be willing to 

listen to what they say and make 

the changes they request. 

 

Their steps for improvement: 

 

1. Work the soil and plant local 

grasses  

2. Reduce the yield 

3. Taste the grapes at harvest 

4. Sort the fruit at harvest        

(hopefully using a Sorting Table)  

5. Have clean equipment 

6. Have the proper press 

7. Control fermentation temperatures 

8. Be sure all barrels are clean 

9. Continually taste the wines and 

rack when needed 

10. Bottle when they say to 
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D-R wines are labelled under three headings.  

 

Vin Gourmand are straightforward easy drinking wines. 

Grand Vin and Vin Rare are their boutique wines. The 

wines have been well received and accolades from the press 

have already begun for this exciting new company with a 

great future ahead of them. 

 

In addition, La Pitchounette Lubéron Blanc and Le 

Pitchoun Costières de Nîmes were added to the portfolio.  

 

The opportunity to have ownership of Domaine des 

Muretins in Tavel was just too good an opportunity for 

François and Jean-François to pass up. With their expertise 

we are now fortunately offering one of the finest values you 

can find from Tavel.  

 

 

WINES 

Dauvergne Ranvier 
  Vin Gourmand                           

Côtes du Rhone Blanc  

Luberon Rouge                                       

Côtes Du Rhone Rouge                           

                         

Vin Rare 

               Gigondas 

Vacqueyras 

Châteauneuf-du-Pape 

Crozes-Hermitage 

Saint Joseph   

 Côte Rôtie 

 Hermitage 

 

La Pitchounette 
Lubéron Blanc  

 

Le Pitchoun 
Costières de Nîmes 

 

Domaine des Muretins 
Tavel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


